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List of Potential Members of the Civics Network 

 Organization  Head  Status  Mission  Website  

1.  Acopian Center for the 

Environment of AUA 

Alen 

Amirkhanian 

AUA 

Research 

Center 

To promote the protection and 

restoration of the natural 

environment through research, 

education, and community 

outreach.  

https://ace.aua.a

m/about/ 

2.  American University of 

Armenia  (AUA) 

Karin 

Markides 

  

Foundation  To have an impact on students and 

the community as a center of 

academic excellence, innovation, 

inquiry, and diversity that 

contributes to the further 

development and advancement of 

Armenia, the region and the world 

through teaching and scholarship, 

fostering creativity, integrity and 

community service.   

http://www.aua.

am 

3.  Appraisal and Testing Center 

(ATC) 

Armen 

Pashayan  

State Non-

Commercial 

Organization 

(SNCO) 

To externally evaluate the quality 

of education in general education 

institutions. 

 

www.atc.am 

 

4.  Armenian Center for 

Democratic Education-

CIVITAS 

Karine 

Harutyunyan  

NGO To support the educational reform 

process, education policy and 

decision making, to enhance 

teachers’ and educators’ 

teaching/learning skills and 

abilities, to contribute to learners’ 

education level development, 

promote healthy-life culture and 

education among children and 

https://civitasar

menia.am/ 

http://www.atc.am/
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youth, contribute to promotion of 

democracy and civil society 

building in Armenia, etc.  

5.  Armenian National Science & 

Education Fund 

Armen 

Avanessians 

Foundation To provide financial and other 

material resources to support 

scientific research, advanced 

technology development and 

scholarly work in the Republic of 

Armenia. 

http://ansef.org/ 

6.  Armenian Progressive Youth   Grigor 

Yeritsyan  

NGO  To support, inspire and engage 

young people from Armenia and 

all over the world to develop their 

social leadership skills, to take 

their civic responsibility and to act 

as change-makers.  

Apy.am 

 

7.  Armenian State Pedagogical 

University  

Ruben 

Mirzakhanyan 

Foundation  To provide academic training to 

and prepare pedagogues. 

https://aspu.am/ 

8.  Armenian State University of 

Economics  

 

Diana 

Galoyan 

 

State Non-

Commercial 

Organization 

(SNCO) 

To provide academic training to 

and prepare economists and 

managers. 

https://asue.am 

9.  Armenian Tree Project 

Benevolent Foundation   

 

Arthur 

Harutyunyan  

Foundation   To assist the Armenian people in 

using trees to improve their 

standard of living and protect the 

global environment.  

armeniatree.org 

10.  Armenian Volunteers Corps 

(AVC) 

Tania 

Chichmanian 

NGO To make volunteering in Armenia 

possible for all through affordable, 

safe, and fulfilling service 

projects. 

https://armenian

volunteer.org 

https://asue.am/en/news/involved-citizen-course-to-be-introduced-in-5-universities-asue-is-among-them
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11.  Asian Development Bank -

Armenia 

 

Shane 

Rosenthal 

MDB To achieve a prosperous, 

inclusive, resilient, and sustainable 

Asia and the Pacific, while 

sustaining the efforts to eradicate 

extreme poverty. 

http://www.adb.

org/armenia 

12.  Ayb School  David 

Sahakyan 

Foundation  To bring up generations of literate 

and honest young people, who are 

proud of their background and 

have a strong sense of 

responsibility.  

https://www.ay

bschool.am/am/ 

13.  BIG MIND Ani 

Matevosyan  

NGO To help individuals and 

organizations to grow and reach 

new heights. Center conducts 

courses and training on raising 

awareness and behavioral issues, 

simultaneously, connecting the 

society and professionals.  

https://www.big

mind.am/ 

14.  Birthright Armenia Linda 

Yepoyan 

NGO To strengthen ties between the 

homeland and Diaspora youth. 

https://birthright

armenia.org/en 

 

15.  Boon  Gemafin 

Gasparyan  

Foundation  To encourage the society to make 

use of scientific and artistic 

achievements: education should 

have no limitations, should 

be open, free, impartial and accessi

ble for everyone. 

 

16.  Business Support Office (BSO) Gevorg 

Poghosyan  

LEP To raise any key issues that affect 

the business environment, provide 

technical assistance to the 

government in the process of 

 

https://birthrightarmenia.org/en
https://birthrightarmenia.org/en
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developing strategies/reforms to 

address identified impediments, 

and, in parallel, facilitate prior 

consultations with the business 

community and transmit feedback 

on proposed reforms to the 

authorities. 

17.  Caucasus Research Resource 

Center (CRRC) - Armenia 

Sona 

Balasanyan   

Foundation 

 

To achieve excellence in social 

science research, to promote data 

and knowledge-based principles of 

democratic governance in Armenia 

(and beyond) by applying 

advanced research methodologies 

and internationally accepted 

research standards. 

https://www.crr

c.am 

18.  Center for Education Projects Grisha 

Hovhannisyan  

Project 

Implementati

on Unit 

(PIU) 

 

To implement education-related 

loan programs. 

 

 

https://www.cfe

p.am/hy/ 

19.  Children of Armenia 

Foundation 

Ara Barsam Foundation To provide resources to children 

and adults with COAF SMART 

initiatives to advance rural 

communities through innovation. 

https://www.coa

f.org/en/ 

20.  Collaborative Educational 

Projects 

Lusine 

Topchyan  

NGO  To make and organize innovative 

educational projects. 

 

21.  Communities Finance Officers 

Association 

 

Vahan 

Movsisyan  

NGO To assist strengthening and 

development of local self-

government system in Armenia by 

addressing existing issues and 

challenges and by participating, on 

https://cfoa.am/ 
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one side, in the development of 

respective policies, legal 

framework and methodological 

tools, complying them with 

modern methods and international 

criteria of community governance 

and, on the other side, tackling 

implementation of existing 

policies, legislative requirements 

and conceptual approaches. 

22.  Community Center for 

Mmobilization and Support  

 

Oleg 

Dulgaryan   

NGO To promote community 

development, civic participation 

and initiativeness. 

armccms.org/ 

23.  Dasaran.am  Suren Aloyan   Foundation   To make education accessible to 

all, regardless of social status, 

geographical location, provide 

alternative learning opportunities, 

secure online communications’ 

platforms for Armenian students in 

Armenia, Artsakh and Diaspora.  

https://www.das

aran.am/ 

24.  DataPoint Armenia  Initiative  To transform Armenia into a 

powerhouse of global data science 

activities and advancements. 

https://datapoint

.am/ 

25.  DVV International - Armenia Ester 

Hakobyan   

LEP 1. To fight poverty through education 

and support development, to build 

a sustainable system for further 

education along with citizens, 

educational organizations and 

governments, as well as establish 

places for lifelong learning. 

dvv-

international.ge) 

https://datapoint.am/
https://datapoint.am/
https://www.dvv-international.ge/armenia/profile
https://www.dvv-international.ge/armenia/profile
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26.  Edu Armenia  Lilit 

Mkrtchyan   

Initiative  To promote cutting edge scientific 

and education systems’ formation 

and development in Armenia and 

Artsakh that are grounded in 

national values and ideology.  

eduarmenia.org 

27.  Education Inspection Body, RA  

 

Aleksandr 

Shagafyan   

State Non-

Commercial 

Organization 

(SNCO) 

To exercise oversight and (or) 

other functions as prescribed by 

law, as well as impose sanctions in 

the field of education, acting on 

behalf of the Republic of Armenia. 

 

http://www.eib.

am/advice/ 

28.  Europe in Law  Lusine 

Hakobyan,  

NGO To elucidate, disseminate, and 

strengthen the core European 

values of liberty, human dignity, 

responsibility, and universality 

legalized into the fundamental 

goals of human rights and 

fundamental freedoms, 

democracy, and rule of law. 

N/A 

29.  Found Dream: Creative Spaces 

Initiative  

Hermine 

Karapetyan 

Initiative To develop the creative potential 

of the regions through various 

groups that promote creativity. 

N/A 

30.  Gituzh  N/A Initiative  To support development of science 

in Armenia. 

https://gituzh.a

m/ 

31.  Institute of Public Policy  Avetik 

Mejlumyan  

NGO 

 

 

 

To act as an independent think 

tank, which would have 

considerable capacities of policy 

research, analysis and advocacy 

and would promote democratic 

development of Armenia. It was 

important to ensure that the think 

http://ipp.am/ab

out-us/ 

 

https://www.eduarmenia.org/
http://ipp.am/about-us/
http://ipp.am/about-us/
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tank could have impact on the 

public policy agenda of the 

country and advocate practical 

recommendations for the policy 

change. 

32.  International Foundation for 

Electoral Systems  

Jérôme 

Leyraud 

Foundation To build democracies that deliver 

for all. 

https://www.ife

s.org/armenia 

33.  Jinishyan Memorial Foundation  Armen 

Hakobyan  

Foundation To contribute to the welfare of the 

people of Armenia. To help 

improve the lives of the people by 

providing financial, medical 

assistance, educational and 

cultural services to the needy, as 

well as assistance to the 

unemployed. 

http://www.jinis

hian.org/hy 

 

34.  KASA Anahit 

Minasyan 

Foundation   To support the Armenians 

pursuing the sustainable 

development of the country, who 

are involved in the economic, 

social and cultural life of Armenia 

in accordance with the principles 

of democracy. 

http://kasa.am/h

y/%d5%b4%d5

%a5%d6%80-

%d5%b4%d5%

b8%d5%bf%d5

%a5%d6%81%

d5%b8%d6%82

%d5%b4%d5%

a8/ 

https://www.ifes.org/people/jerome-leyraud
https://www.ifes.org/people/jerome-leyraud
http://www.jinishian.org/hy
http://www.jinishian.org/hy
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35.  Konrad Adenauer Foundation  Liana 

Marukyan  

Foundation   To focus on the person with his or 

her firm dignity, rights and 

responsibilities that is the starting 

point for social justice, free 

democracy and a sustainable 

economy. By bringing together 

people who accept their social 

responsibility, to develop active 

networking in politics, economics 

and society.  

https://www.kas

.de/hy/web/sued

kaukasus/ac9fb

e5e-2cb3-43fd-

9d38-

fa0f6bb48dc8 

36.  Lyupin  Vigen 

Khachatryan   

NGO  To empower young people 

through civic and leadership 

education. 

https://www.lin

kedin.com/com

pany/lyupin-

youth-non-

governmental-

organization 

37.  Media Initiative Center (MIC) Nouneh 

Sarkissian 

NGO  To contribute to the diverse and 

harmonious development of the 

society, and strengthening of 

democratic values through creative 

and innovative development as 

well as dissemination of free and 

independent information. 

https://mediainit

iatives.am/our-

team/ 

38.  National Center for Education 

Development and Innovation 

Foundation (NCEDIF) 

 

Artashes 

Torosyan   

Foundation  

 

  

To reform and modernize 

education – from content of school 

subjects to school 

governance, so that the students 

have access to high quality 

education. 

In the 

construction 

process  

39.  National Center of Educational 

Technologies (NCET) 

Artak 

Poghosyan   

State Non-

Commercial 

To introduce information and 

communication technologies in 

www.ktak.am/ 

https://www.kas.de/hy/web/suedkaukasus/ac9fbe5e-2cb3-43fd-9d38-fa0f6bb48dc8
https://www.kas.de/hy/web/suedkaukasus/ac9fbe5e-2cb3-43fd-9d38-fa0f6bb48dc8
https://www.kas.de/hy/web/suedkaukasus/ac9fbe5e-2cb3-43fd-9d38-fa0f6bb48dc8
https://www.kas.de/hy/web/suedkaukasus/ac9fbe5e-2cb3-43fd-9d38-fa0f6bb48dc8
https://www.kas.de/hy/web/suedkaukasus/ac9fbe5e-2cb3-43fd-9d38-fa0f6bb48dc8
https://www.kas.de/hy/web/suedkaukasus/ac9fbe5e-2cb3-43fd-9d38-fa0f6bb48dc8
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyupin-youth-non-governmental-organization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyupin-youth-non-governmental-organization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyupin-youth-non-governmental-organization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyupin-youth-non-governmental-organization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyupin-youth-non-governmental-organization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyupin-youth-non-governmental-organization
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Organization 

(SNCO) 

secondary schools and ensure its 

continuity. 

40.  National Training Fund 

 

 

Marine 

Hakobyan   

Foundation To provide training prior to the 

examination for obtaining the right 

to manage a vocational and  

secondary vocational educational 

institution’s Certificate.  

N/A 

41.  OxYGen Margarita 

Hakobyan 

Foundation   To make Armenia free of poverty 

and suffering, in which women 

and men can exercise their rights 

and influence decisions that 

impact on their lives. 

https://oxygen.o

rg.am/%d5%a3

%d5%ac%d5%

ad%d5%a1%d5

%be%d5%b8%

d6%80/ 

42.  Paradigma Educational 

Foundation 

Hasmik 

Kyureghyan 

Foundation To bring together high-profile 

researchers from Armenia, the 

Diaspora, and top international 

academic institutions to make 

research-informed paradigm shifts 

in the selected areas of education. 

https://www.par

adigma.foundati

on/ 

43.  Participatory School 

Educational Foundation 

Vahram 

Soghomonyan 

Foundation To develop critical thinking and 

competence-based culture among 

teachers, as well as promote 

participatory practices in school 

governance. 

N/A 

44.  Quantum College   Robert 

Vardanyan   

Foundation To educate individuals who will 

be: curious, unique, active, 

cooperative and tolerant. 

www.quantum.

am 

45.  Republican Pedagogical-

Psychological Center  

Araksia 

Svajyan. 

State Non-

Commercial 

To provide pedagogical and 

psychological assistance to the 

https://hmk.am/ 

https://oxygen.org.am/%d5%a3%d5%ac%d5%ad%d5%a1%d5%be%d5%b8%d6%80/
https://oxygen.org.am/%d5%a3%d5%ac%d5%ad%d5%a1%d5%be%d5%b8%d6%80/
https://oxygen.org.am/%d5%a3%d5%ac%d5%ad%d5%a1%d5%be%d5%b8%d6%80/
https://oxygen.org.am/%d5%a3%d5%ac%d5%ad%d5%a1%d5%be%d5%b8%d6%80/
https://oxygen.org.am/%d5%a3%d5%ac%d5%ad%d5%a1%d5%be%d5%b8%d6%80/
https://oxygen.org.am/%d5%a3%d5%ac%d5%ad%d5%a1%d5%be%d5%b8%d6%80/
http://www.quantum.am/
http://www.quantum.am/
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Organization 

(SNCO) 

third stage (republic level) by 

providing consultations, 

organizing seminars and training 

courses, developing educational 

and methodological materials to be 

provided to specialists who 

implement pedagogical and 

psychological service. 

46.  Save the Children  N/A LEP To inspire breakthroughs in the 

way the world treats children and 

to achieve immediate and lasting 

change in their lives. 

https://www.sav

ethechildren.net

/about-us/who-

we-are 

47.  Sebastatsiner Educational 

Foundation  

Susan 

Markosyan  

Foundation To provide public education with 

alternative author educational 

programs at 5 pre-schools, 4 

primary schools, a middle and a 

high school. 

 

https://himnadra

m.edublogs.org/

category/%d5%

af%d5%a1%d5

%ba/ 

48.  Step by Step Benevolent 

Foundation  

Marine 

Mkrtchyan   

Foundation  To foster educational reforms 

geared toward more open, tolerant 

and democratic society in which 

children not only have right for 

quality education but equal access 

to quality education is available to 

all children. SBS BF promotes 

introduction and reinforcement of 

child-centered approaches in the 

educational system of Armenia 

thus creating sound grounds for 

https://www.sbs

bf.am/en/Home/ 
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democratic values, freedom and 

human rights. 

 

49.  Teach For Armenia (TFA)  Larisa 

Hovhannisyan   

Foundation To catalyze a nationwide 

movement of impact-driven 

leaders expanding educational 

opportunity to all children in 

Armenia. 

www.teachforar

menia.org 

50.  Transparency International 

Anticorruption Center (TIAC) 

 

Sona 

Ayvazyan   

Foundation To promote good governance in 

Armenia through reducing 

corruption and strengthening 

democracy. 

https://transpare

ncy.am/hy 

51.  TUMO  

 

Marie Lou 

Papazian  

 

Foundation To create and provide free-of-

charge educational program that 

puts teens in charge of their own 

learning. 

https://tumo.org

/hy/ 

52.  Union of Advanced Technology 

Enterprises    

Raffi 

Kasarjyan  

NGO To position Armenia as one of the 

International High-Tech market 

leaders by supporting a favorable 

business environment, 

implementing lobbing and 

development projects, supporting 

High-Tech education and 

consolidating field players. 

www.uate.org 

53.  World Vision Armenia  Raffi 

Dudaklyan   

Religious 

non-profit 

corporation 

under the 

laws of the 

State of 

To help the most vulnerable 

children overcome poverty and 

experience fullness of life, to help 

children of all backgrounds, even 

in the most dangerous places, 

inspired by our Christian faith. 

https://www.wv

i.org/hy/armeni

a 

http://www.teachforarmenia.org/
http://www.teachforarmenia.org/
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California, 

USA  

54.  Yerevan State University Hovhannes 

Hovhannisyan 

Foundation To provide high quality education 

and research. 

http://www.ysu.

am/main/ 

55.  Yerevan State University 

(YSU) Center for Gender and 

Leadership Studies  

Gohar 

Shahnazaryan  

Director  To promote gender equality and 

leadership in the Armenian society 

and  provide comprehensive 

research, training, and outreach 

functions engaging Armenian 

higher education institutions, local 

NGOs and international agencies 

in training women for career 

promotion and professional 

leadership. 

http://www.ysu.

am/gender/en 

56.  Youth Cooperation Center of 

Dilijan (YCCD) 

Arthur 

Ghazaryan   

NGO To contribute to the development 

of the community by developing 

the capacity of young women and 

men by providing them 

employment. 

https://yccd.am/ 

57.  Youth Initiatives Center (YIC)  Arthur 

Najaryan  

NGO To contribute to improving the 

quality of life of young people 

with a youth-centered approach. 

https://yic.am/%

d5%ba%d5%a1

%d5%bf%d5%

b4%d5%b8%d6

%82%d5%a9%

d5%b5%d5%b8

%d6%82%d5%

b6/ 

 

https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/
https://yic.am/%d5%ba%d5%a1%d5%bf%d5%b4%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%a9%d5%b5%d5%b8%d6%82%d5%b6/

